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Introduction
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to appear before
you today and provide testimony on behalf of the American Immigration Council. For more than
25 years, the American Immigration Council has been dedicated to providing policymakers and
the public with research and analysis on the critical issues shaping immigration law and policy,
and to promoting a deeper appreciation for the role that immigration has played throughout
America’s proud history as a nation of immigrants.
Although the title of today’s hearing suggests a more negative view of immigration, my hope is
that this hearing will provide an opportunity to engage in a thoughtful conversation about the
role that immigration can and should play in building a prosperous, growing, 21st century
America. In today’s labor market, foreign workers fill a critical need—particularly in the
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) fields. It is crucial that we have an honest
conversation about targeted reforms that can improve and strengthen the admission of legal
immigrants into our labor force. Now more than ever, we must move the current immigration
debate beyond the stereotypes, myths, and hyperbole that distract from that conversation, and
which seek to pit native-born workers against their foreign-born colleagues. The U.S. job market
is not a “zero-sum game” in which workers compete against each other for a fixed number of
jobs. The United States has created the most dynamic and powerful economy the world has ever
known, and immigrants of all types and skills, from every corner of the globe, have worked
shoulder to shoulder with native-born workers to build it.
The overwhelming weight of the current research on immigration shows that in our dynamic
labor market, skilled immigrants complement their U.S.-born counterparts. (This is even truer
now with unemployment rates at their lowest since May 2008, before the financial crisis). 1
Skilled immigrants’ contributions to the U.S. economy help create new jobs and new
opportunities for economic expansion. Indeed, foreign workers positively impact the wages and
employment opportunities of native-born workers across our economy.
The important role that skilled immigrants play in our economy extends far beyond the world of
computers and high tech, and the positive impact of their contributions are helping to reshape
communities far beyond Silicon Valley. Skilled immigrants and entrepreneurs are making
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enormous contributions in almost every aspect of our economy, including manufacturing,
medical research, healthcare delivery, and agriculture. Their contributions have helped rebuild
economies in places like Des Moines, Iowa; Tuscaloosa, Alabama; and Raleigh, North Carolina.
This is not a new story. Immigrants have played an incredibly valuable role in our economy from
our nation’s beginning. But, in today’s global economy, where other countries are spending
billions of dollars to compete with America’s ability to attract immigrants, we cannot take this
issue for granted. If we continue to ignore the need for immigration reform or adopt policies that
discourage skilled immigrants from helping American businesses to innovate, lead, and create
high-paying jobs—and, instead, create an unwelcoming environment that drives immigrants to
other countries that compete against us—we run the enormous risk that America will be left
behind in today’s global economy, without a robust innovation and entrepreneurial sector. 2
Economists, social scientists, business leaders, and a broad range of other experts agree that
innovation is the key to growing the economy and creating jobs. In turn, the key to innovation is
building, growing, attracting, and retaining a skilled workforce. 3 Foreign-born workers,
especially STEM workers, have been and will continue to be a critical part of this equation.
According to Peri, Shih, and Sparber, STEM workers “are the main inputs in the creation and
adoption of scientific and technological innovation.” 4
One of the most pressing policy challenges of our time is wrestling with the critical policy
choices that must be made to truly fulfill the promise of an immigration system that serves a 21st
century economy. Research supports the creation of a revamped and revitalized immigration
system with updated visa caps and per-country quotas and that retains talented individuals who
were educated in the United States. Such a system would also support STEM education; more
effectively comply with rules and safeguard against exploitation and abuse; and allow for more
flexibility, predictability, and consistency.
In considering these policy options, though, we should recognize that maximizing the economic
contributions of skilled immigrants is not an isolated enterprise, but an integral component of
systematic immigration reform. Skilled immigration encompasses a wide range of individuals
with very different educational and occupational backgrounds. Immigrant job creators,
entrepreneurs, and innovators often come to these shores not only through employment-based
channels but through family reunification and the admission of refugees and asylees. They can
also be found within the population of unauthorized workers. As such, real, lasting reform can
only be achieved by rising above the current political rancor and crafting bipartisan,
comprehensive immigration reform.
I.

High-Skilled Workers Play an Integral Role in the U.S. Economy

A broad range of new research and analysis has demonstrated that skilled immigrant workers do
not take American jobs, but complement American workers. In the process, skilled immigrant
workers actually boost the wages of native-born workers. This research also demonstrates the
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various ways that high-skilled immigration helps the American economy—by creating jobs in
diverse economic sectors (not just technology) and across the United States, on both coasts and
in the heartland.
A.

Skilled Foreign Workers Complement Native-Born Workers and Boost Their
Wages

Highly skilled immigrants complement their native-born peers; they do not substitute for them.
This is true throughout all high-skilled occupations, and particularly in STEM fields. The United
States faces challenges in meeting the growing needs of an expanding knowledge-based
innovation economy. Arguments that immigrants are freezing out native-born workers or
depressing wages are rebutted by the best available empirical evidence.
1.

Foreign Workers Fill a Critical Need in the U.S. Labor Market,
Particularly in the STEM Fields

STEM employers report thousands of unfilled positions, with STEM jobs taking longer to fill
than non-STEM jobs, according to job openings data. That so many high-paying jobs are going
unfilled reflects a significant shortage of American workers to fill these skilled positions. 5
Recent demand for labor exceeds supply for particular tech occupations. According to The
Conference Board, in January 2015 there were over five vacancies advertised online for every
one unemployed person in a “computer and mathematical science” occupation: 599,800 total ads
and 107,200 unemployed. 6 Additionally, the number of online ads for “computer and
mathematical science” jobs increased by 12 percent from March 2014 to February 2015—from
536,400 to 599,800—indicating increased demand. 7
In addition, tellingly, the unemployment rates of STEM degree holders are much lower than the
national unemployment rate 8 because STEM degree holders’ skills are in demand, in both STEM
and non-STEM occupations. As to STEM occupations, many have shown low unemployment
rates over the past decade (2.7 percent as of February 2015) compared to the overall national
unemployment rate (5.5 percent as of February 2015) {see Table 1}. 9 Additionally, the 2011
unemployment rate was only 3.15 percent for U.S.-citizen STEM workers with Ph.D.s, and 3.4
percent for those with master’s degrees, compared to the national 2011 unemployment rate of
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almost 8 percent. 10 In some STEM occupations, the unemployment rate is even lower.
Unemployment among Petroleum Engineers is 0.1 percent, for Computer Network Architects it
is 0.4 percent, and for Nuclear Engineers it is 0.5 percent. 11
Why do some of these occupations have any unemployment at all? According to the Information
Technology Industrial Council, “zero unemployment is neither attainable nor necessarily
desirable. As companies reorganize, businesses open and close, and people look to change jobs
or move from city to city, some degree of unemployment is inevitable and may even be
healthy.” 12 The Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco has argued that it is “well understood
that some ‘frictional’ unemployment, which involves the search for new jobs and the transition
between occupations, is a necessary accompaniment to the proper functioning of the economy in
the long run.” 13 And if unemployment is too low, economists believe that inflation may occur.
Furthermore, many of the above-mentioned occupations are experiencing low unemployment
rates that indicate “full employment,” generally defined as the lowest unemployment rate
consistent with stable inflation, varying depending upon economic conditions. 14
Table 1. Unemployment Rate for U.S.-Citizen Workers in Selected STEM Fields, 12-month
average for December 2013 to November 2014

Main Job Occupation

Native-born
citizens
unemployment
rate

All Citizens
Unemployment
rate

Workers
who are
noncitizens

Aerospace engineers

0.2%

0.4%

5.9%

Computer network architects

1.8%

1.6%

11.1%

Information security analysts

1.7%

1.6%

3.7%

Electrical and electronic engineers

1.2%

1.8%

11.4%

Mechanical engineers

1.5%

1.9%

8.8%

Database administrators

2.2%

1.9%

10.3%

Chemists and materials scientists

2.4%

2.1%

8.3%

Computer hardware engineers

1.9%

2.5%

10.6%

Network and computer systems administrators

2.9%

2.7%

4.6%

Industrial engineers, including health and safety

2.0%

2.7%

7.6%

Civil engineers
All STEM occupations (including ones not
listed above)
All occupations

2.9%

2.8%

6.0%

2.9%

2.9%

10.6%

5.6%

5.6%

8.6%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics. Tabulation of Current Population
Survey (CPS) microdata for employment and unemployment of persons by occupation and US
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citizenship status. The data set is pooled monthly CPS samples for 12 months—December 2013
through November 2014. Observations are weighted using the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
composite monthly weight variable. Monthly weights were divided by 12, so totals are estimates
of average monthly employment over the year. The 12 months of observations are the most
recent 12 months available as of January 2015.

These statistics show that foreign STEM workers fill a critical need, rather than taking nativeborn workers’ jobs. High-skilled foreign-born workers supplement the native-born workforce,
and employers in different places request high-skilled visas for hard-to-fill jobs.15 Indeed, the
metropolitan areas and occupations in which employers most request the H-1B high-skilled visa
correspond to places and jobs where there is the greatest demand for skilled workers. 16 Nativeborn workers have low unemployment rates even in STEM fields with large shares of foreignborn workers. And, H-1B workers earn significantly higher earnings than native-born workers
with bachelor’s degrees or higher, suggesting that these H-1B workers have specialized skills not
readily available. 17
Additionally, demand is rising for STEM workers in both STEM and non-STEM fields.
Georgetown University’s Center on Education and the Workforce points out that as more
organizations seek to improve innovation and expand technology use, more employers in more
fields compete for STEM competencies—knowledge, skills, and abilities like research, analysis,
and quantitative and computer skills.18 Indeed, in today’s data- and technology-oriented
economy, many STEM degree holders use their degrees in a wide variety of jobs, including those
outside of specifically defined STEM occupations. 19
Thus, in the same way that not all writing majors become novelists and not all history majors
become historians, not everyone graduating college with an undergraduate STEM degree
chooses to pursue a graduate education in a STEM field or stay within a specifically defined
STEM occupation. There is no evidence to suggest that, collectively, individuals with STEM
expertise working outside of their trained fields have been pushed out of these fields by foreignborn workers.
2.

Foreign-Born Workers Help, Not Harm, American Workers

Research shows that foreign-born high-skilled workers do not harm American workers. A key
indication of this is that the wages of STEM workers have grown. Total real median annual wage
growth (in 2012 dollars) for several STEM occupations from 2001 to 2012 was higher than the
15
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median for all occupations, according to the Cato Institute. 20 And, while real wages for all
workers fell slightly over the past decade, wages for STEM workers rose over that time period,
as the Center for American Progress points out. 21 Moreover, for occupations with the most
requests for high-skilled visas, wage growth in recent years has been much higher than the
national average. And in the metropolitan areas with the largest number of high-skilled visa
requests, the average wages for STEM occupations are high. 22
The presence of skilled immigrants also boosts native-born wages by encouraging innovation,
boosting the local economy, and increasing productivity. For example, a 2014 report found “a
positive, large, and significant effect of foreign STEM workers on wages paid to college
educated native workers.” 23 The report also found that “[w]age increases for non-college
educated natives are smaller but still significant.” 24 In particular, the authors note that “a one
percentage point increase in the foreign STEM share of a city’s total employment increased
wages of native college educated labor by about 7 to 8 percentage points and the wages of noncollege educated natives by 3 to 4 percentage points.” 25 According to the authors, “these results
indicate that growth in STEM workers spurred technological growth by increasing productivity,
especially that of college educated workers.”
In sum, overwhelming evidence points to a scarcity of high-skilled workers in the United States
labor market, and indicates that high-skilled foreign-born workers can help fill the gap—
supplementing rather than harming native-born workers and contributing to wage growth.
B.

Immigrants Creating Jobs

Time and again, researchers across numerous disciplines have found that high-skilled
immigration creates new jobs for Americans. 26 For example, a 2012 report found that each
foreign-born graduate from a U.S. university with an advanced degree who stays in the U.S. to
work in a STEM occupation creates an average of 2.62 jobs for American workers. 27 Innovation
on the job also translates into strong entrepreneurial tendencies, which in turn create jobs.
20
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According to a 2011 report from the Partnership for a New American Economy, immigrants
were founders of 18 percent of all Fortune 500 companies, including many high-tech giants. The
newer the company, the more likely it was to have an immigrant founder. 28 A 2012 report
concluded that immigrant-founded engineering and technology companies founded between
2006 and 2012 in the U.S. employed around 560,000 people and produced over $63 billion in
sales in 2012. 29 The report’s authors note that immigrants will undoubtedly “remain a critical
asset for maintaining U.S. competitiveness in the global economy.” 30
Immigrants bring job-creating innovation and ideas not only to the businesses they create, but to
the businesses within which they work. A September 2010 report from the Brookings Institution
notes that “among people with advanced degrees, immigrants are three times more likely to file
patents than U.S.‐born citizens.” 31 The benefits of these patents extend to native‐born researchers
and scientists. There is evidence that foreign‐born and American‐born scientists are benefiting
from and building off of each other’s work. The increased number of patents received by
immigrants coincides with an increase in the number of patents awarded to native‐born
Americans, thus increasing the overall innovative capacity of the U.S. 32
In many U.S. metropolitan areas, the innovation economy, and the high-skilled jobs related to it,
drive prosperity for a broader base of workers living in the region, through more jobs and higher
salaries. 33 Innovation industry and STEM jobs tend to have higher than average multiplier
effects, which spur greater job creation, especially in the surrounding localities. 34 Jobs in the
innovation economy generate a disproportionate number of local jobs in other industries. An
analysis of 11 million American workers in 320 metropolitan areas shows that each new hightech job in a metropolitan area creates five additional long-term local jobs outside of the hightech sector. 35 Furthermore, the five new jobs created for each new high-tech job benefit a diverse
group of workers: two new jobs for professional workers such as attorneys and doctors, and three
new positions in nonprofessional occupations such as service industry jobs. 36
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C.

Beyond High-Tech: Skilled Professionals in Agriculture, Manufacturing, and
Healthcare

Although the high-tech industry garners the most public attention regarding high-skilled
immigration, high-skilled immigrants play a host of other crucial roles in the U.S. economy and
society. The agriculture industry, crucially important to the country’s food security, relies on
skilled workers, including engineers, scientists, and technicians. 37 Different companies across
industries now create software, such as auto manufacturers for cars, appliance manufacturers for
“smart” appliances, and healthcare companies to manage medical data. 38 A 2011 McKinsey
Global Institute report estimated that by 2018 there will be a potential shortfall of 1.5 million
data-savvy managers and analysts to fill U.S. positions requiring know-how of big data
analysis. 39
The healthcare industry provides a key example of the contributions of, and need for, highskilled immigrants. As of 2013, 22 percent of all U.S. healthcare professionals were foreignborn. 40 Immigrants also play a major role in specialized areas of medicine. For example, a 2013
report found that over 40 percent of cancer researchers at top U.S. cancer institutes are
immigrants. 41
Moreover, as the U.S. population grows older and grows in size, immigrant physicians, nurses,
and other healthcare workers will play increasingly important roles. Recent research finds that
the United States is experiencing an expanding shortage of physicians which will worsen in
coming decades. Studies suggest that by 2025 the United States will require up to 90,000 more
physicians, 42 including nearly 52,000 primary-care physicians. 43 Additionally, the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) reports that, as of January 2013, there were 5,864 primarycare Health Professional Shortage Areas (HPSAs) with 57 million people living in them. 44
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These shortages will not be limited to doctors. Dentist-to-population ratios have been dropping
for the past decade and are expected to decline further by 2020, with dentist shortages
particularly acute for children as well as low-income and minority communities. 45 Studies also
project significant shortages in pharmacists, mental health professionals, and public health
professionals. 46
The opportunity for immigrants to fill these gaps is significant. 47 Moreover, foreign-trained
physicians are more likely than U.S. medical graduates to work in underserved and rural areas
and provide primary care. 48 Employing immigrant physicians would, in turn, reduce state
healthcare costs by improving preventative and chronic disease care. For example, a study
suggested that Minnesota could save over $63 million by using foreign-trained physicians to
address shortages in medically underserved areas. 49
D.

Beyond Silicon Valley: High-Skilled Immigrants Helping the Heartland

Beyond Silicon Valley, high-skilled immigrants and immigrant entrepreneurs are significantly
contributing to local economies and communities across America and in the heartland. Examples
include:
•

In Iowa, skilled workers—immigrant and native-born—contribute to the success of many
Iowa-based companies and institutions such as Rockwell Collins and the University of
Iowa. Des Moines has become a key center of the “Silicon Prairie” technology corridor. 50
It is home to Dwolla, an online and mobile money transfer company that is a developing
success story, having attracted millions in venture capital funding. 51 Further, Des Moines
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National Journal (Oct. 16, 2014), at http://www.nationaljournal.com/next-america/population-2043/do-the-mosthipster-thing-possible-move-to-des-moines-20141016.
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hosts the Iowa Startup Accelerator 52 and Gravitate, a co-working space, 53 after hosting
the tech incubator Startup City Des Moines from 2011 to 2014. 54
•

The same goes for Alabama, which has attracted a variety of large companies—Mercedes
Benz U.S. International, Hyundai, Honda, and several aerospace industry companies—to
move there and create jobs in the state. Alabama’s universities also require a skilled pool
of workers, which is supplemented by skilled immigrant talent. The University of
Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) is the largest single employer in Alabama with more
than 23,000 employees, a major medical center, and a major medical research
university. 55 UAB played a large role in Birmingham’s shift from an industrial iron and
steel manufacturing center to a post-industrial service-oriented city. In 2013, UAB’s
annual economic impact on Alabama exceeded $5 billion. 56

•

In Texas, San Antonio and Austin have built knowledge economies around the
universities and research industries located there. Houston attracts high-skilled workers
for the area’s oil industry.

•

In South Carolina, Greenville and Spartanburg have attracted industries that need highskilled workers.

•

And the universities, research organizations, and corporations of the North Carolina
Piedmont, in Charlotte, Greensboro, Raleigh, and the Research Triangle area, create a
high demand for high-skilled workers.

An increasing number of local communities are recognizing the need to be receptive to
immigrants—for example, as large numbers of U.S. workers have been migrating from
“Rustbelt” cities to the “Sunbelt,” and cities must replenish their labor force. As a result, a
growing list of cities and towns across the heartland are officially becoming places of welcome
and openness to immigration.
In Michigan, for example, while only six percent of the state’s population is foreign-born,
immigrants founded around one-third of high-tech companies in the state over the past decade. 57
The state, through its “Welcoming Michigan” campaign of building immigrant-friendly
communities, clearly sees the need to attract immigrants to the area. 58 Detroit also recognizes
this need. In 2010, the city released the “Global Detroit” report, which documents a start-up rate
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University of Alabama at Birmingham, 2014), at http://www.uab.edu/impact/.
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57
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(Chicago, IL: The Chicago Council on Global Affairs, February 2013), p. 23, at
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58
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for immigrant-founded high-tech firms in Michigan that is six times the rate of the native-born
population. 59
Additionally, nearly 50 cities and counties such as Dayton, OH 60 have passed “welcoming
resolutions”—formal proclamations by local elected leaders expressing their recognition of the
importance of immigration to their local economy, and their openness to the continued
contributions of immigrants. 61 In Minnesota, local leaders also acknowledge the positive
contributions of immigrants. As a member of the Minnesota Chamber of Commerce states:
“Immigrants aren’t just an asset because they numerically increase the workforce. They are also
playing a key role as entrepreneurs in Minnesota and have transformed neighborhoods in both
Minneapolis and St. Paul while helping revitalize downtowns in several regional centers around
our state.” 62
Finally, from 2008 to 2012, the following five metro areas experienced the fastest growth in
foreign students: Corvallis, Oregon; Dayton, Ohio; Tuscaloosa, Alabama; Louisville, Kentucky;
and Eugene, Oregon. 63 Not surprisingly, foreign students who remain in the United States
following graduation tend to stay in the same geographic area where they studied. 64 In fact,
around 45 percent of foreign students extend their visas to work in the same metropolitan area. 65
In Michigan, for example, the Michigan Global Talent Retention Initiative is the nation’s first
international student retention program. GTRI partners with 32 Michigan college campuses and
has over 60 “Global Opportunity” employers to help connect Michigan’s 28,000 international
students (over 60 percent of whom are STEM majors) with unmet talent needs of Michigan
companies. 66
II.

The Problems with the Current Immigration System and Policy Recommendations

Most observers agree that our current immigration system is outdated and dysfunctional, making
it more difficult for the United States to compete in the global marketplace and attract the power
and potential of high-skilled immigrants. Yet our immigration laws and polices remain mired in
the past and are often an impediment to achieving economic growth, job creation, and global
competitiveness. As it stands, the current immigration system simply does not provide the
numbers of visas needed to respond to the legitimate demands of our dynamic economy. Highskilled immigrants face years of waiting for an available visa and an endless array of
bureaucratic delays. And immigrants who are enrolled in or graduate from U.S. universities are
increasingly being recruited to other countries where immigration processes are far more
welcoming.
59
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Other countries are spending billions of dollars trying to recruit high-skilled workers, and global
competition is only becoming more fierce. For now, the United States continues to be in a
position of strength in the global battle for talent. But if we squander this opportunity to reform
our immigration system, we are jeopardizing a competitive advantage that has been critical to
establishing ourselves as the world leader in innovation and entrepreneurship.
The following policy recommendations provide a framework for exploring such reforms.
•

Update the Current Visa Caps and Per-Country Quotas to Reflect the Needs of
Our 21st Century Global Economy

Our current visa caps and per-country quotas are out of touch with current economic realities.
The Immigration Act of 1990 provided the last major revision of our immigration system. It
raised the annual ceiling on employment‐based immigration from 56,000 to 140,000 and created
the five employment‐based immigration preferences in place today. For context, in 1990 only 15
percent of American households had a personal computer. 67
Despite dramatic changes to our economy since then—such as the entire technology boom—our
immigration laws have not been updated to reflect current realities. For example, under current
U.S. law, no more than 140,000 employment-based green cards are issued in a fiscal year. Wait
times for skilled immigrants range from 6 to 12 years (or more) in most categories. 68 Moreover,
the H‐1B visa for highly skilled immigrants is currently capped at 65,000 visas per year, with
20,000 additional visas for foreign professionals who graduate with a Master’s or Doctorate from
a U.S. university. The demand for these visas has outstripped supply every year since 2003,
when the quotas were reduced from 195,000 back down to the 65,000 limit set in 1990. In some
years, the limit has been reached on the first day the visas are made available. 69
Our immigration policies should take steps to eliminate the immigrant visa backlog. The long
wait for visas means that employers seek out temporary workers when what they really need is
permanent workers. As a result, the temporary visa programs are strained. This is inefficient and
should be addressed by Congress.
Our laws and policies also must recognize that the H-1B and other temporary nonimmigrant visa
programs play an important role in U.S. economic growth, innovation, and competitiveness.
Companies, including those that make world-class products and deliver services to clients across
the economy, rely on these visa programs to fill labor-market gaps and perform critical business
functions.
67
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One lesson learned from the immigration reforms of 1986 and 1990 is that it is impossible to
predict the business conditions or the demands of the U.S. labor market years in advance. We
should not box ourselves in with arbitrary visa caps and per-country quotas. 70
•

Create Pathways to Retain Talent Educated and Trained in the United States

Growing numbers of U.S.-educated immigrants are returning to their home countries. Yet, these
graduates offer much-needed skills and talent and can help to address our current labor shortages
and ensure that the United States remains competitive in a global market. The Brookings
Institution’s Metropolitan Policy Program concluded that, “metro areas that retain high shares of
their foreign graduates under the temporary Optional Practical Training (OPT) program tend to
be either large diversified economies (e.g., New York, Los Angeles), or specialized labor
markets that align closely with foreign graduates’ training (e.g., Honolulu, Seattle, Las
Vegas).” 71 Particularly in the latter category, it is crucial for these markets to retain those
graduates whose training is aligned with local needs. The U.S. immigration system should
provide clear and efficient pathways to both permanent residence and temporary work visas for
foreign-born graduates of U.S. universities.
•

Support STEM Education in the United States to Prepare for Future Labor Needs

Although the United States needs policies that help retain talented foreign-born graduates from
our universities, at the same time, we must commit to strengthening and encouraging STEM
education at the secondary and post-secondary levels, as well as retraining our mid-career
workers. Dedicated funding from increased private sector visa fees to support STEM education
and training is crucial to this effort. Immigration and education reforms together will help solve
the problem of a more robust U.S. STEM pipeline.
•

Pursue Enforcement Actions Against Employers Who Violate the Laws in Order
to Protect U.S. Workers

Certainly, instances of abuse must be taken seriously, and our permanent and temporary
immigration categories can and should be strengthened to guard against fraud and to protect
workers. For example, there are employers who bring an H-1B worker here and fail to pay the
required wage or who cheat the system by calculating the required wage in an inexpensive
market and then employing the person in a more expensive market where the wage would be
higher. These are serious violations, but they are violations that can be enforced under today’s
rules. Any solution to this problem, including improved enforcement, that denies the important
role that our temporary skilled worker visas play in a global economy is a dangerous mistake.
•

Implement Reforms that Will Increase Flexibility, Predictability, and Consistency
in the Immigration Process
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More flexibility, predictability, and consistency are needed in the U.S. immigration system. For
example, the permanent‐temporary visa dichotomy often fails to work in the best interests of
employers or workers. In some cases, employers may only be able to obtain visas for temporary
workers when they actually need permanent workers. Workers who arrive on temporary visas
may find permanent jobs, but are unable to adjust to a permanent visa under the current system.
And employees are limited in their ability to change jobs, even though this adversely impacts
both individual workers and the U.S. economy. Put simply, our legal immigration system does
not have the flexibility needed to respond to the country’s evolving economic needs.
Moreover, our current system lacks consistency and predictability in the adjudication of
immigration applications. For example, visa denial rates have gone up and, increasingly,
employers must respond to time-consuming Requests for Evidence (RFE) after they have
submitted an application. According to the National Foundation for American Policy, there are
“numerous examples of superfluous Requests for Evidence. Employers say delaying applications
for months effectively kills applications for people working on time-sensitive projects.” 72 Also,
“if one considers that in FY 2011 63 percent of all L-1B petitions received a Request for
Evidence and 27 percent were issued a denial, that means U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services adjudicators denied or delayed between 63 percent to 90 percent of all L-1B petitions in
2011. In comparison, in FY 2004, only 2 percent of L-1B petitions for employees with
specialized knowledge involved a Request for Evidence.” Additionally, “denial rates for H-1B
petitions increased from 11 percent in FY 2007 to 29 percent in FY 2009. For H-1B petitions, the
Request for Evidence rate rose from 4 percent in FY 2004, to a high of 35 percent in FY 2009,
according to USCIS.” 73 Clearly, these inefficiencies and the uncertainties they perpetuate are
costly to employers and employees. 74
Reforms should create a nimble and efficient system that responds in real-time to the needs of
the market by giving employers the ability to fill positions quickly. This includes increased
ability to transition from one visa to another; expanded portability, which would provide more
flexibility in changing jobs; and clearer rules and adherence to established policies.
III.

Conclusion

As the Council on Foreign Relations’ Independent Task Force on U.S. Immigration Policy noted
several years ago:
“Immigration has helped make the U.S. economy, despite its recent difficulties, into the
world’s strongest and most dynamic; maintaining that economic advantage is the
foundation of America’s influence and power in the world. If the United States loses its
economic edge, its power will diminish. Getting immigration policy right is therefore
critical to U.S. economic and political leadership.” 75
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The United States must not squander the brain gain it has enjoyed in the past by letting its
outdated immigration system decay. Many other countries around the world have taken steps to
attract high-skilled workers who are now choosing other destinations when they encounter
barriers for migration to the United States. For the United States to remain globally competitive,
we must embrace the contributions and opportunities brought by high-skilled immigrants.
Yet, we must be mindful that the admission of high-skilled immigrants, though a critical part of
our immigration system, is only one piece of a much larger system that has been largely
abandoned. Our elected leaders must strive to create a workable, humane system of immigration
that benefits workers, families, and business across the entire country and economy. Today’s
hearing provides a welcome opportunity to delve into an integral aspect of this important
conversation.
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